
"At 61 I was moving on from successful furniture
designing and making and had just started a new
job in a school. I was also looking for a new interest -
I had sailed in the past and it was a friend who
suggested I check out a canoe club.  He thought
canoeing would be a good way for me to get back
on the water. It was worth a go - as a child I just
loved being in small boats. 
 
It was a revelation. I joined Sutton Bingham Canoe
Club, got fitter, met lots of great people and just
loved kayaking. The club is based on a reservoir so I
started there with classes. I would try any boat I
could get my hands on - open canoes, sea,
marathon and slalom kayaks. I slowly progressed
from the reservoir to canals, flat rivers, white water
and the sea. Our local coastline is the beautiful
Jurassic Coast; it was the sea and this coastline that I
really loved and although I did reach 3 Star White
Water, it was sea kayaking I pursued most.
 
At 66 I was treated for prostate cancer and I am sure
it was my kayaking fitness that got me through with
no noticeable ill effects. By 70 I had done many
years of sea kayaking, organised and run many trips
with friends, paddled many different conditions and
places. I had reached a certain skill level and was
not being stretched - I now wanted something
new to work for in my old age.  I was still fit, in fact
probably fitter than all the people I still work with.  I
signed up for a two day Sea Kayak Leader training
course with Weymouth Outdoor Education Centre. It
was tough; some of the training was at Portland Bill
in the tide race. I loved it, did ok, but needed to
improve my self-rescue skills in rough water.  I
started practising self-rescue on any trips I went on.

Old Sea Dog takes Sea Leadership Qualification



"This year, the opportunity came to book on
the Sea Kayak Leader assessment with South
Coast Canoes. Day one was around Old Harry
Rocks and Studland. Tests included boat
repairs, first aid, Radio, navigation and rescue
skills, but conditions were not too difficult.
 
Day two was very different; conditions were
generally calm, so where do you get taken for
some rough water? Paddle across to the Isle
of Wight from Milford on Sea with navigation
tests and then out to The Needles tide race
and paddling between the pinnacles.  This is
where we were tested again on rescue skills
in a much more challenging environment. It
was great fun, what a place, I want to go back
there! We then paddled back to the mainland
and organised a launch and tow of a
supposedly ill paddler supported by another;
it had to be a long distance tow but against a
1.5 to 2 knot tide we made slow progress and
after half an hour the tests where stopped
and we paddled back to the launch point. We
had all been stretched to our limits and were
pretty exhausted.  Myself and the two other
candidates were then congratulated on our
success and given a debrief; I need to do
more practice with navigation charts rather
than the OS maps I generally use. 
 
Thanks must go to the guinea pigs who were
involved but didn’t know quite what they
were in for at the start of each day.
 
What next? More trips to organise. Next one
will be short and easy for some
inexperienced sea paddlers and I will now be
able to run this under a British Canoeing
remit.  Then the club favourite, Ringstead to
Lulworth, later joining trips to Pembroke and
Helford, the Lizard Peninsula. But first a week
walking in the Lakes.
 
I can see myself paddling in one way or
another for many years to come.


